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As an old man, Jean Cocteau, the great French writer and filmmaker, went back 
to a town where he spent a part of his youth. He found himself walking down a 
street that looked familiar to him.  Then he did a curious thing. He trailed his hand 
along a wall that looked familiar.  
  
Then, more curiously still, he bent down, closed his eyes, and let his hand trace 
the wall at the height at which he remembered having traced it in his school days. 
Immediately something electric happened.  Here are his own words: 
 
“Just as the needle picks up the melody from the record, I obtained the melody of 
the past with my hand.  I found everything: My cape, the leather of my satchel, 
the names of my friends, and of my teachers, certain expressions I had used, the 
sound of my grandfather’s voice, the smell of his beard, the smell of my sister’s 
dresses and of my mother’s gown.” 
 
On the last night he had a mouth to eat with, Jesus sat down with his disciples to 
enjoy a meal. He took bread in his hands and broke it and said something they 
found puzzling.  He said, “Do this in remembrance of me.” He was talking about 
meals they would eat later without him, and the fact that the simple act of 
breaking break and giving it to one another has in it the possibility of bringing him 
back. Like running your hand along a fence you ran your hand along fifty years 
before can bring back the smell of your grandfather’s beard.   
 
Sacred moments, the moments of miracle, are often everyday moments, the 
moments which, if we do not look with more than our eyes or listen with more 
than our ears, reveal only . . . a garden, a stranger coming down the road behind 
us, a meal like any other meal. But if we look with our hearts, if we listen with our 
being and imagination . . . what we may see is Jesus himself. (The Magnificent 
Defeat, pp. 87-88) 
 
Frederick Buechner wrote those words, and I have found them to be true. 
Ordinary moments are sometimes sacred moments. And yes, sometimes we 
have to look with more than our eyes and listen with more than our ears to know 
that. Sometimes there is more to knowing than understanding with our intellect. 
 
Sometimes, unexpectedly, a sunrise, a symphony, the touch of a beloved’s hand, 
the sound of a child’s laughter, a meal shared, becomes a means of grace,         
a sacrament, a promise that something holy is present, that what is holy is shot 
through our everyday. 
 
 
 



Jesus had died. There was no doubt about that. And with him had died the hope 
and faith of his disciples and others who loved him.  
 
The finality of his crucifixion had brought a devastating end to their growing 
sense that what he said was true; that in his presence they were somehow in the 
presence of something that smelled like God. All of that ended when they laid 
him in a borrowed tomb. 
 
A few of the women had returned from the place he had been buried, claiming 
that the tomb was empty, and a few of the twelve had claimed to see him. But for 
the most part, his friends were still experiencing the shock of what had happened 
and the grief that their friend was gone. And so two of them, late in the day of 
Easter Sunday, went for a walk. 
 
What is remarkable about this story is how ordinary it is. The two people could be 
any two of us. The road to Emmaus could be . . . any road.  
 
So they walk, talking about what had happened, the traumatic events of Jesus’s 
betrayal and arrest, his crucifixion, his death, hung between two thieves, near a 
city dump.  Soon they are joined by a stranger. Oddly, they do not recognize him. 
 
They talk to him, explaining the events of Thursday and Friday, and then ask,    
so ironically, "Are you the only one in Jerusalem who doesn’t know about these 
things?"   
 
And then, as the sun begins to set, they extend hospitality to this stranger, 
inviting him to share their evening meal. He says, “Sure,” and when he breaks 
bread for them, when they look at his hands, they recognized him. It’s Jesus. 
 
I love this little story.  I love it because I think that’s the way a lot of us relate to 
Christian faith in general and Easter in particular. We know the events of 
Christianity but we know little of the power and reality of it. 
 
Craig Barnes, president of Princeton Theological Seminary has said, The 
question that Easter asks of us is not, "Do you believe" but, "Have you 
encountered a risen Christ?" . . . No one is ever ready to encounter Easter until 
he or she has spent time in the dark place where hope cannot be seen." ("Savior 
at Large," Christian Century, 13 March, 2002) 
 
I love that in this story, the risen Christ comes to two people we know nothing 
about. Some have said Cleopas and the unnamed one might well be husband 
and wife.  
 
They are in the midst of the most ordinary human activity; they’re taking an 
evening walk. But they are also dealing with a loss; and like so many losses, it’s 
hard to understand. They aren’t looking for Jesus.  



They don’t even recognize him.  
 
Faith, this story suggests, does not come as a result of an intellectual search or a 
struggle with ideas. Faith is not a product of studying theology, memorizing 
scripture, reciting creeds. Faith is not even produced by church-going.  No, faith 
is a gift. It comes up behind you when you are doing the most common thing 
imaginable.  
 
An ordinary moment becomes a holy moment, and a truth deeper and more 
profound than what our minds can understand becomes clear in a visitation, and 
then, it’s gone.  
 
My favorite part of the story is when the two, sitting there in the motel breakfast 
room, all alone now, make a mutual observation. They say, “Weren’t our hearts 
burning within us as he spoke to us?” Even before our blindness left us and we 
saw who he really was, something deep within us was catching on?”   
 
That seals it for them.  That changes them. They will never be the same people 
again. In the wake of that dinner, everything that before was complex and 
puzzling for them became totally simple.  It was suddenly a matter only of their 
hearts, and nothing else mattered anymore.   
 
Barbara Brown Taylor says the resurrection of Jesus permanently rearranges our 
understanding of reality. Before this experience, before any experience of the 
risen Christ, they—we—try to squeeze what we are told happened on Easter 
morning into our understanding of the world and how things work in space and 
time.  
 
Afterward, it’s the other way around. How we understand the world has to fit into 
the reality of a love we learn is more powerful than the death of our bodies. 
 
We learn in our hearts, not our heads that, "There is no wreckage so total, no 
cause so lost, that the living Christ cannot redeem it.”  (BBT).   
 
Maybe now, more than ever, we need to hear that message and take it to heart.   
 
Just think about it.  These two people, this man and this woman, felt bereft.  And 
because they had no idea what to do with that deep feeling of loss and 
confusion, they did exactly what you or I would do.  Before the sun went down on 
that lovely spring evening, they went for a walk. And while walking, they talked it 
out.   
 
They didn’t know what to make of the tragedy, this huge loss, but they didn’t 
pretend it didn’t happen, either.  
 
 



And when they meet this man who is able to talk directly to their hearts, they 
invite him to enjoy dinner with them; so the moment will last a little longer.  So the 
pain they feel might be assuaged in their offer of hospitality, and their being all 
together in the eating of an simple ordinary evening meal.   
 
They don’t let their troubles change them, or make them less hospitable.  
 
We had a lovely Easter worship here two Sundays ago. Every bit of it was lovely, 
the parts that were grand and triumphant, and the parts that were small and 
homey.  But you know, as good as that was, what gives me even more 
satisfaction, was the fact that as Easter evening was coming on, members of this 
church went down to St. Vincent de Paul in our downtown, and they fed 700 
homeless men, women and children a nourishing Easter dinner.  
 
What better way to celebrate the resurrection than to have enacted the Emmaus 
road moment -- sharing an evening meal with the one who said, “whenever you 
feed the least of these, you are dining with me.” 
 
Where else would the risen Jesus show up on such a night? What better way to 
sense his presence among us? 

Let me close with a story told by Anne Lamott about a writer friend of hers who 
took her little one-year-old up to Lake Tahoe one summer weekend. They were 
staying in a rented condominium by the lake.  

Now, because it was Lake Tahoe and many of the people who rent those condos 
gamble all night, all the bedrooms in the condo had blackout curtains so the 
renters could sleep all day long if they chose. That first afternoon, Anne’s friend 
put the toddler down for a nap in his travel bed in one of these rooms in the pitch 
dark, and went to do some work.  

A few minutes later she heard him knocking on the door from inside the room, 
and she got up, knowing he’d crawled out of his little bed. She went to put him 
down again, but when she got to the door, she found he’d locked it.  

He had somehow managed to push in the little button on the doorknob. So he 
was calling to her, “Momma, Momma,” and she was saying to him, “Jiggle the 
doorknob, darling” and, as Anne Lamott said of this little fellow, “he didn’t speak 
much English yet – mostly he seemed to speak Urdu.”  

After a moment it became clear to him that his mother couldn’t open the door, 
and panic set in. He began sobbing.  

His mother ran around like crazy, trying everything possible, like trying to get the 
front door key to work, calling the rental agency where she left a message on the 
machine, calling the manager of the condo where she left another. 



Running back to check in on her son every minute or so. And there he was still 
on the other side of the door, in the dark, this terrified little guy.  

Finally she did the only thing she could, which was to slide her fingers 
underneath the door, where there was a one-inch space. She told him over and 
over to find her fingers. Finally somehow he did. So they stayed like that for a 
really long time, on the floor, him holding onto her fingers in the dark. And 
eventually, he stopped crying.  

Eventually he relaxed and she began to say, “Stand up. Open the door.”          
You can do it.” And every so often he’d jiggle the knob a little, and then he’d find 
her fingers again, and hold them a while for comfort.  And eventually, after 
maybe half-an-hour, it popped open.  

Anne Lamott says, “I keep thinking of that story, how much it feels like I’m the 
two year old in the dark, and God is the mother and I don’t speak the language. 
...I... just hold onto her fingers underneath the door. It isn’t enough, and yet it is.”  

I wonder if that is not something like the experience of Cleopas and his fellow 
traveler on Easter evening.  

How there seemed to be such an insurmountable barrier between them and the 
One in whom they had let themselves hope in so much. Like a door closed to 
them, until they realized that there were fingers in the gap reaching out for them, 
present to them more than they had thought possible. It wasn’t enough, and yet it 
was.  

Again, the question that Easter asks of us is not . . . "Do you believe" but, "Have 
you encountered a risen Christ?" . . . No one is ever ready to encounter Easter 
until he or she has spent time in the dark place where hope cannot be seen." 

And in case you miss it, this is Emmaus, where we are sitting together today. 

And for eyes that are able to see such things and hands that can feel under the 
door, he is here.  

Amen 
 


